Available from MCC: advocacy materials on cluster bombs

From Harm to Hope: Standing with Cluster Bomb Survivors
A new MCC U.S. DVD and study guide featuring MCC's advocacy efforts to ban cluster bombs and assistance to cluster bomb survivors in Laos and Lebanon. The DVD includes more than an hour of video clips and special features, highlighting the voices of cluster bomb survivors. The study guide includes Bible studies and exercises to help groups understand the spiritual and ethical issues related to cluster bomb production and use. The DVD and study guide are in both English and Spanish. To order or borrow, please see information below.

Cluster bomb postcard campaign: MCC U.S. has initiated a postcard campaign in support of the Cluster Munitions Civilian Protection Act featuring Ta Douangchom, a cluster bomb survivor from Laos. The campaign urges the U.S. congress to support greater restrictions on cluster bomb use with the hope that the U.S. will soon sign the international treaty banning the production, transfer, stockpiling and use of cluster munitions. To learn more about the campaign, and to order postcards, visit our website.

Daily Terror: Walking in War's Aftermath
The MCC U.S. photo exhibit on the use of cluster bombs around the world is available for education and advocacy events. This 16-panel exhibit features stories from Laos, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Lebanon, and includes take-home brochures with advocacy suggestions. For more information about the exhibit and how to order, visit our website.

Bombyes film: The film "Bombyes" produced for public television, tells the story of the devastating U.S. air war in Laos and the long-term threat of unexploded cluster bombs that still lurk in the soil. The film features MCC's efforts to assist Lao villagers to safely destroy these dangerous weapons. Available on a free-loan basis.
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